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The BreakPoint IPC is a true 100%

Windows GUI complaint product

designed to permit you to perform

service programming for multiple

BreakPoint systems in realtime with live

cashier operations. The IPC is designed

to auto-detect all of the BreakPoint

workstations residing within your

Windows98/NT network and present

them on the screen to program one at a

time individually, all collectively, or as a

selective group.

The BreakPoint IPC presents the same program-

ming options as the BreakPoint Systems Menu,

but in a friendly Windows GUI multi-lane pro-

gramming environment. Programming facilities

that are supported by the BreakPoint IPC include:

  System Flags with Flag Search Field

  Alpha Descriptor Programming

  Department Programming

  Tender Programming

  Clerk Programming

  Tax Programming

  Discount Programming

  Data Capture Programming

  Mix and Match Programming

All system flag screens are accompanied by a

helpful wordwheel description search that can

isolate groups of similar flags for easy checking

and updating. Tender and Department screens

may be scrolled forward and backward for a

quick review of programmed information.

The BreakPoint IPC is protected by a special

security lock that verifies the programming

authorization level of all operators by secret

code entry. Clerks not properly authorized are

restricted access to programming operations.

Keyboard Functions, Data Captures, and Data

Capture Special Events may all be assigned

and selected by Name and scrolled forward

and backward. Multiple register programming

may be effected quickly and easily with a

single entry, with programming changes

recorded and activated instantly as they are

entered.

The BreakPoint Retail Cash System

includes the following components:

  BreakPoint Retail Cash System

  ICD Integrated Customer Display

  IPC Integrated Program Configurator


